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ULISSI NEARLY 
REACHES 
GP LUGANO
PODIUM

Lisa Brennauer wins the Lotto 
Thüringen Ladies Tour with 
stunning Time Trial performance 

Criterium Du Dauphiné started 
with a TT prologue

UN World Bicycle Day 
Phil Southerland’s Speech



Ulissi nearly reaches 
GP Lugano podium

Diego Ulissi stopped just shy of a 
podium place today in the GP Luga-
no, a race of 185.6 kilometres over 
eight circuits. The Italian finished 
fourth behind Hermann Pernsteiner 
(Bahrain-Merida). Pernsteiner made 
the escape midway in the race with 
Kristian Sbaragli. They gained enough 
time to make it to the last lap and hold 
off the group, with the former moun-
tain bike taking the honours over Sba-
ragli.
 Ulissi arrived to the line at the head 
of the chase group at 1-40 minutes 
back. In the fight for the podium spot, 
Enrico Gasparotto anticipated with an 
attack. UAE Team Emirates’s Filippo 

Ganna placed 28th.  “I did everything 
possible to take on the numerical 
advantage of Team Bahrain-Merida. 
Pernsteiner made a good move and 
proved to have strong legs to win,” 
Ulissi said. “I felt brilliant today, and 
that’s over a course that had 4000 
metres of climbing.”



Lisa Brennauer wins 
the Lotto Thüringen 
Ladies Tour with 
stunning Time Trial 
performance

Wiggle High5 Pro Cycling’s Lisa 
Brennauer has won the 2018 Lotto 
Thüringen Ladies Tour, following a 
stunning ride in the seventh and final 
stage Time Trial around Schmölln, in 
easter Germany. The former Wor-
ld Time Trial Champion completed 
the rolling 18.7km course in a time 
of 26 minutes and 40 seconds, to fi-
nish just two seconds slower than 
her main general classification rival, 
European Champion Ellen van Dijk 
(Team Sunweb) and end the race five 
seconds clear of the Dutchwoman 
overall. Van Dijk’s teammate Lucinda 
Brand was third, another two seconds 
behind Brennauer.



Criterium 
Du Dauphiné started 
with a TT prologue

UN World Bicycle Day
Phil Southerland’s 
Speech

The historic race in southeast France 
started with an individual time trial of 
6.6 kilometres. Valerio Conti scores the 
team’s best time just 27 seconds over 
than the Michael Kwiatkowski’s time 
(race winner). Its roster includes Sven 
Erik Bystrøm (Norwegian), Daniel Mar-
tin (Ireland), Manuele Mori (Italy), Simo-
ne Petilli (Italy), Edward Ravasi (Italy), 
Rory Sutherland (Australia). Philippe 
Mauduit (Fra) and Daniele Righi (Ita) will 
direct the team.

On Sunday, the UN General Assembly cele-
brated the first official World Bicycle Day in 
New York City. World Bicycle Day recogni-
zed the uniqueness, longevity, and versatili-
ty of the bicycle; it’s simplicity, affordability, 
reliability, cleanliness and environmentally 
fit sustainability as a means of transporta-
tion. The event promoted environmental 
stewardship and health. In addition to Team 
Novo Nordisk CEO and Co-Founder Phil 
Southerland, UN leaders and diplomats, 
cycle advocates, athletes, and other cycling 
organizations gave speeches.
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Colnago_triathlon_official
@rudyvonberg Colnago sponsored triathlete
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